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 Soeharto's Indonesia: Personal
 Rule and Political Institutions*

 R. William Liddle

 S TRONG POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS have not been a hallmark of Third
 World governments. With few exceptions, colonialism in Asia and

 Africa left a legacy of only rudimentary governmental institutions and

 even less-formed political party and interest group organizations. In
 these structureless environments, personal rule has been the almost
 inevitable alternative. Strong individuals, typically supported by armies,

 installed themselves in presidential palaces (formerly the residences of
 governors-general, also originally installed by armies) and swept away

 the flimsy and hastily-erected democratic scaffolding of late colonialism.
 In his still-influential Political Order in Changing Societies,' Samuel

 Huntington explained the widespread collapse of democratic regimes as
 the natural outcome of a situation in which the mobilization into politics
 of large numbers of detraditionalized people placed too heavy a load of

 demands on fledgling governments. Praetorianism, the direct control of
 government by social forces unmediated by political institutions, was

 Huntington's label for the personal or military regimes that replaced
 Western-derived democracies. Civic polities, in which autonomous
 political institutions-that is, one or more strong political parties-
 predominate over social forces, could ultimately be established following
 one of two routes: a "within-system" coalition of urban elites with the

 conservatively-led rural poor, which would enable the former to impose
 order on conflicts among urban lower- and middle-class groups; or the
 seizure of central power by a revolutionary opposition supported by
 radicalized peasants. The second alternative is clearly the Communist

 model. The first-paradoxically, Huntington says-is initially highly
 traditionalizing, because it is based on a conservative rural following. But
 the stability of an urban-rural conservative coalition buys time for a
 more thoroughgoing modernization to take place. The gradual growth
 of the party system keeps pace with the emergence of newly-mobilized
 social forces, and the end result is a developed civic polity.

 * An earlier version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting of the Canadian
 Political Science Association, Guelph, June 1984. I would like to thank Hans Bakker, Ben
 Anderson, Don Emmerson, and Peter McCawley for helpful comments.

 ' New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1968.
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 Soeharto's Indonesia

 Writing several years before Huntington, David Apter also recog-
 nized the fragility of new institutions in Asia and Africa.2 His focus,
 however, was on the role that an individual political leader might play in

 bridging the difficult transition from "traditional" to "modern" politics.
 Apter borrowed Max Weber's framework of three types of authority
 (traditional, charismatic, and rational-legal), and his hypothesis that
 charismatic authority could be a bridge to modernity. Ghana's first
 prime minister, Kwame Nkrumah, was the charismatic leader whose

 personal authority, Apter believed, would serve to bind the detradition-
 alizing masses to the unfamiliar institutions of parliamentary democracy.
 In the event, of course, Nkrumah and Ghana travelled other roads, but

 that did not diminish the potential usefulness of Apter's insight.
 Identifying the weakness of institutions and emphasizing the kind of

 role that individual leaders might play were major contributions. But the
 larger context in which these ideas were put suffered from the Zeitgeist of
 1950s' and 1960s' scholarship about the Third World. For both writers,

 the generalized European experience was a template for Asia and
 Africa: praetorianism would give way to a party-centered civic polity,
 defined in Western or Soviet terms, along paths replicating American,
 British, continental European, or Soviet history; European-style parlia-
 mentarianism was a genuine option, requiring only the appropriate
 values and skills on the part of the paramount ruler.

 The nation-states of Asia have now been independent for thirty to
 forty years, those of Africa for fifteen to twenty-five. The cumulative
 political experience of these decades is sufficient to allow us to begin to
 look at leaders and institutions in more direct and concrete terms-not
 as avatars of Jefferson, Bismarck, or Lenin, separation-of-powers, the
 Beamtenstaat, or the dictatorship of the proletariat, but as politicians and

 organizations with a life and history of their own. What has happened

 since the initial victory of strong rulers over weak institutions? Has a

 kind of stasis set in, with the original ruler or an equally personalist

 successor still in the palace? Or have institutions-perhaps of the

 Western sort (we are after all talking about nation-states whose leaders

 have "modernizing" ambitions and who also look to the West for

 assistance and, in a complex way, approval), perhaps of a more
 homegrown variety-emerged and begun to spin webs of constraints

 around the arbitrary impulses of heads of state? What qualities of the

 society, culture, polity, and economy are responsible for either the

 maintenance or the transformation of personal rule?

 If there are general answers to these questions, one way to find them

 is through careful assessment of cases. Indonesia's current New Order

 government is a useful starting point. One of the largest Third World

 2 The Gold Coast in Transition (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1955).
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 countries, Indonesia is culturally and socially complex, like India,

 Nigeria, Pakistan, Bangladesh, the Philippines, and other large and
 middle-sized states. Its economic development strategy for the past two

 decades has been based on petroleum and foreign assistance plus
 investment, which suggests comparison with Iran, Nigeria, and even

 Mexico and Venezuela. Politically, it is an almost classic case of weak

 Western-imported institutions overthrown by a charismatic leader, Pres-
 ident Sukarno, who was in turn toppled by the minister and commander
 of the army, General (now President) Soeharto.

 For Indonesians and other students of Indonesian politics, the value
 of examining the relationship between personal rule and institutionali-

 zation in the current New Order period, which began in 1966, is obvious
 and relatively immediate. President Soeharto is sixty-three years old and
 now in his fourth five-year term, which began in 1983. What kind of
 succession will Indonesia have? From one personal ruler to another,
 with unpredictable consequences for development and other public

 policies, as happened in the transition from Sukarno to Soeharto in the
 mid-1960s? Or from one office-holder to another within an established
 set of institutions? If the latter, what specifically is the structure of New
 Order government and what consequences does its institutionalization
 have for policy continuity?

 I shall argue for the following propositions. (1) Institutionalization
 has begun to replace personal rule in Indonesia. (2) What is being
 institutionalized is the "New Order pyramid": a dominant presidency, a
 politically active armed forces, a decision-making process centered in
 the bureaucracy, and a pattern of state-society relations that combines
 cooptation and responsiveness with repression. Unlike the Huntington

 model, political parties, including the government's own Golkar, are not
 central institutions in this system. (3) The key promoter of institution-

 alization in New Order politics is Soeharto himself. His policies have
 been remarkably consistent and successful over two decades. By design
 and by accident these policies have created an identifiable pattern of
 political expectations, anchored in a powerful structure of interests,
 affecting present and future presidential, armed forces', and bureau-
 cratic behavior. (4) Nonetheless, the level of institutionalization is low

 and must be seen in the context of the continuing force of some

 elements of personal rule, including the absence of arrangements for

 choosing the next president, trends in the flow of important resources,
 principally oil, and doubts which have been raised about the president's

 abilities as a political manager. (5) On balance, we can expect a
 presidential succession with more policy continuity than change. Bitter

 memories, current success, the logic of the Soeharto strategy, and the
 nature of the probable pool of presidential candidates all point in that

 direction. (6) Though the New Order appears to have shifted from a
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 system of personal rule to an institutionalized "presidential-military-
 bureaucratic complex," there is still much room for the idiosyncratic
 behavior of an incumbent president to shake the structure. President
 Soeharto has himself raised doubts along these lines from time to time,
 and the potential danger from an as yet unknown and untested
 successor is of course much greater. Conversely, the dominant presi-
 dency may also turn out to be a flexible instrument for responding to the
 new demands generated by continuing economic development.

 THE NEW ORDER PYRAMID

 The political structure of the New Order can be described as a
 steeply-ascending pyramid in which the heights are thoroughly domi-
 nated by a single office, the presidency. The president commands the
 military which is primus inter pares within the bureaucracy, which in turn
 holds sway over the society.

 The Indonesian bureaucracy is powerful in two senses. First, the
 bureaucracy pervades society. In every city, town, and village it is the
 largest employer. Its schools unlock the door to the modern, supra-vil-
 lage world. Its health centers, banks, agricultural extension services and
 marketing agencies, religious affairs offices, and requirement of per-
 sonal identity cards make it for better and worse a daily reality which
 most Indonesians cannot escape. The scope and weight of this presence
 are comparable to Communist countries, although there they are part of
 a more deliberate, coherent, and ideologically self-conscious plan of
 social control, but not to the contemporary West, where private sector
 industrialization and a culture of unrestricted social organization have
 encouraged a plethora of alternatives to dependence on the state.

 The bureaucracy also dominates government, in the sense that
 bureaucrats are the most powerful actors in most policy conflicts.
 Formally, the "broad outlines of state policy" (Garis Besar Haluan Negara)
 are determined by the People's Consultative Assembly, which meets
 once in five years and also chooses the president and vice-president. The
 membership of the Assembly consists of all members of Parliament plus
 an equal number of delegates appointed to represent regional and other
 groups. Parliament members have been elected on three occasions, in
 1971, 1977, and 1982.

 Three political parties, the result of a government-sponsored "fu-
 sion" of the nine parties in existence for the 1971 elections, are now
 represented in Parliament: PDI (Partai Demokrasi Indonesia, Indonesian
 Democracy Party), which won 8 per cent of the vote in the 1982
 elections; the Islamic PPP (Partai Persatuan Pembangunan, Development
 Unity Party), 28 per cent; and Golkar (Golongan Karya, Functional
 Groups), 64 per cent. There are also ninety-six appointed members in
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 the 460-seat body. Golkar is the government's party, an electoral vehicle

 given its present form in 1969 in order to deny a parliamentary majority

 to the other parties. Its seats are filled with men and women who have or
 have had bureaucratic careers or are in other ways connected to the

 bureaucracy. In Parliament and the Assembly, the Golkar delegations

 have never taken an autonomous initiative, but serve instead as the

 sponsors of policies arrived at elsewhere in the government. Provincial
 and district legislatures are smaller copies of Parliament. Golkar's pro-
 vincial, district, subdistrict, and village branches are run by-indeed, are
 virtually identical with-institutions of local government.

 Within the bureaucracy, the Department of Defense and Security
 plays several unique roles. First, every regional capital has a military

 command with responsibilities extending to vigilance against internal
 subversion and many other activities on the borderline between military
 and civilian government functions. In the 1971, 1977, and 1982 elec-
 tions, military officers typically held the key positions within Golkar at
 each administrative level. Second, officers are routinely appointed to
 civilian government positions through an agency in the Department of
 Defense created for the purpose. Of the current cabinet of thirty-seven
 ministers, fourteen have military backgrounds. According to a recent

 study, 52 of 106 sub-cabinet positions-secretaries-general, directors-
 general, and inspectors-general-are held by seconded officers.3 In
 regional government, the armed forces fill about three-quarters of the

 twenty-seven governorships and a small majority of district headships.
 Third, Defense officials themselves play a role in resolving issues well
 beyond their normal sphere of responsibility. This is especially marked
 in foreign policy, but is apparent across a wide range of other issue areas

 as well. One example is the ongoing debate over the design of a
 Large-Scale Industrial Zone in Aceh, the northwesternmost province in
 Sumatra, recounted by Donald Emmerson in a recent article.4

 Three types of institution monitor state-society relations in New
 Order Indonesia. One is the security apparatus of the Department of
 Defense and Security. The powerful Kopkamtib (Operational Command
 for the Restoration of Security and Order) is a permanent martial-law-
 like device within the department that enables the authorities to arrest

 and hold indefinitely anyone whom they suspect of subversive activity.
 Legislative assemblies, described above, are a second institutional type.
 From the state's point of view, their principal function is to give the old
 political party leaders, and the masses they can still command, sufficient
 feelings of participation to stay in the system and help legitimize it, while

 'John MacDougall, "Patterns of Military Control in the Indonesian Higher Central
 Bureaucracy," Indonesia 33 (1982), pp. 89-121.

 4 "Understanding the New Order; Bureaucratic Pluralism in Indonesia," Asian Survey,
 XXIII, 11 (November 1983), pp. 1220-41.
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 at the same time denying them any real power to affect the outcome of
 important decisions.

 The least researched and understood institutions in New Order

 politics are the corporatist and quasi-corporatist organizations and

 procedures that link government or one of its departments to particular

 segments of the population.5 An important example is Kadin, the

 Chamber of Commerce and Industry, an organization of businessmen

 that is currently pushing the government to give its members exclusive

 rights to bid for state contracts. Another is the Majelis Ulama Indonesia

 (Indonesian Council of Islamic Religious Teachers), created by the

 government to serve as a channel of communications between the state

 and Muslim organizations. Prominent Islamic leaders, though suspicious

 of government intentions toward them, have generally accepted ap-

 pointments to the MUI at national and regional levels. A third example

 are the various pembinaan (from a verb root meaning to cultivate,

 develop, or construct) agencies in government departments, whose task

 it is to "cultivate" relations with private organizations in their substantive

 areas. For example, the Department of Information has a pembinaan

 office which maintains liaison with the Indonesian Journalists' Associa-

 tion and similar private groups. In most cases, at least some members of
 these organizations seek a closer relationship with the government.

 Almost all of them have experienced government intervention in the

 election of their officers. Commonly, at the end of annual organization
 congresses, a delegation is received by the president, who pronounces

 his blessing (restu) on the leadership and its policies.

 The president is the decision-making hub of the New Order. There

 is no doubt that he is much more powerful than any other official. The

 number two man, Armed Forces and Kopkamtib Commander Gen. L.

 Benny Moerdani, is a personal loyalist, as is Lt. Gen. (ret.) Sudharmono,

 the head of the State Secretariat, the office through which the president

 controls the civilian bureaucracy.6 All other officials are administrators
 and technocrats, including the cluster of economic policy advisers and
 implementers now headed by Dr. Ali Wardhana, and such Soeharto

 favorites as Adm. (ret) Sudomo, former head of Kopkamtib and now
 minister of manpower, and the German-trained minister of research

 5 Dwight King is the pathbreaking scholar on this issue. See his "Indonesia's New Order
 as a Bureaucratic Polity, a Neo-Patrimonial Regime or a Bureaucratic Authoritarian
 Regime: What Difference Does it Make?" in Benedict Anderson and Audrey Kahin, eds.,
 Interpreting Indonesian Politics: Thirteen Contributzons to the Debate (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
 Modern Indonesia Project, 1982), pp. 104-16.

 6 For a description of the emergence of a more institutionalized kantor Presiden (office
 of the Presidency), see Mohtar Mas'oed, The Indonesian Economy and Political Structure
 During the Early New Order 1966-1971, Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Political Science,
 Ohio State University, 1983, p. 228 ff.
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 and technology, Dr. B.J. Habibie, who wields great power in the small
 but growing aircraft and other defense-related industries.

 THE EVIDENCE FOR INSTITUTIONALIZATION

 Huntington defines institutionalization as "the process by which
 organizations and procedures acquire value and stability." Operation-

 ally, he suggests that the level of institutionalization of an organization
 or procedure can be determined by its adaptability, complexity, auton-
 omy, and coherence.7

 Using these criteria, much of the evidence for institutionalization of
 the New Order pyramid is mixed or can be read two ways. The critical
 problem is that President Soeharto, founder and leader of the New

 Order, is still in power. To what extent is the government's coherence a
 product of Soeharto's firm hand, of "strong man" rather than "strong
 presidency" rule? Is it a complex system, as suggested by the description
 in the preceding section, or a simple system "which depends on one

 individual"?' Are there any autonomous institutions? Is the presidency
 independent of the military, or the military of the presidency? Are
 either independent of Soeharto as personal ruler? How autonomous is
 the whole system of its foreign backers? How adaptable are organiza-
 tions and procedures that have endured since the late 1960s, but with
 many of the same leaders and little functional change?

 While there are no certain answers to these questions, I think I can
 find some clues in the history of the New Order that argue, on balance,
 for post-succession continuity. They involve mostly the consistent imple-
 mentation of a set of policies which have been so successful in creating

 and maintaining the pyramid that the question "Why would anyone who
 has a chance at replacing Soeharto want to change the system?" seems to

 answer itself. My list of policies includes those directed against the
 organized political opposition, toward the building of performance-
 based support within the pyramid and between it and both domestic
 society and the Western world, and toward the creation of a legitimizing
 political culture.

 Repressing the Organized Opposition. The first set of policies chosen by
 Soeharto was intended to create a political desert, an absence of
 organized mass opposition. On October 1, 1965, Major General
 Soeharto, commander of strategic forces in Jakarta, struck back at a
 group of younger officers, in alliance with elements of the Communist
 party, who had in the early hours of the morning kidnapped and
 assassinated six senior generals. His actions were taken in the context of
 a highly personalized and "praetorian" political system, the Guided

 7Huntington, pp. 12-24.
 8Ibid., p. 18.
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 Democracy of President Sukarno, in which the army and the Communist
 party were engaged in an increasingly intense and no-holds-barred
 competition for the succession.

 To defeat the Communists, rid the armed forces of leftist sympathiz-
 ers, and remove Sukarno (whose radicalism had driven him ever closer
 to the Communists in the early 1960s) Soeharto chose a strategy which
 mixed policies appropriate to, personal and institutionalized systems of
 rule. In the immediate aftermath of the assassinations, he created

 Kopkamtib with himself as commander on the basis of an order from

 Sukarno authorizing him to restore security. On October 16 he was
 named minister and chief of staff of the army.

 In the next few months, for the first and only time in the New
 Order's history, university and high school students in Jakarta and other
 cities and Muslim and other youth groups in the countryside were
 mobilized. Jakarta was awash in anti-Communist, anti-government dem-

 onstrations, and in the rural areas widespread killings and arrests of

 Communists began. On March 11, 1966, President Sukarno was manip-
 ulated into signing an executive order (since known as Supersemar, an
 acronym for Executive Order of 11 March, but also a reference to
 Semar, the most powerful god in Javanese shadow-play mythology) that
 granted Soeharto broad powers, including the immediate banning of the

 Communist party. For the next year, until he was named Acting
 President by the Temporary People's Consultative Assembly in March

 1967, Supersemar was the principal institutional foundation of his au-
 thority.

 For the first few years of the New Order, Kopkamtib and Supersemar
 were used mainly against Communists and Sukarnoists. With the con-
 solidation of Soeharto's power in the late 1960s the mobilized youth and
 student groups also felt the new government's heavy hand, as did
 organized political Islam. In the political geography of 1950s' and early
 1960s' Indonesia, Islam and communism represented the highest

 peaks-that is, the best organized, most ideologically coherent and most
 intensely supported political parties.9 Masyumi, the largest Muslim party
 (21 per cent of the vote in the 1955 elections) and representative of the

 9 There is dispute about the extent to which Communist support in the villages was
 based more on conscious ideological and/or interest affiliation than on traditional factional
 and follow-the-village-chief politics. See Rex Mortimer, Indonesian Communism Under
 Sukarno: Ideology and Politics (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1974). My own
 view, admittedly influenced by direct observation of Communist party mobilization in the
 kvolug plantation area of East Sumatra rather than Java, where most of the members and
 voters were located, is that there was considerable ideological sophistication among leaders
 and interest-based allegiance among members and followers. One can also question how
 deeply-rooted Masyumi's support was, since its successor, Parmusi, received only 5 per cent
 of the vote in 1971. More important factors in Parmusi's defeat, in my opinion, were the
 government's superior organization and the exhaustion of an opposition spirit among
 modernist Muslims.
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 modernist wing of Indonesian Islam, had been banned in 1960 by
 Sukarno for complicity in regional rebellions. Its leaders now sought a

 rebirth of the party and alliance with the New Order. Nahdatul Ulama

 (which gained 18 per cent of the 1955 vote), the party of traditional rural

 Javanese Islam, had a reputation for accommodation and opportunism
 (in contrast to the more principled and "fanatic" Masyumi) but was still an
 autonomous organization with great mass strength.

 Soeharto's policies toward the student movement and politically
 organized Islam were and are complex, combining mild forms of
 repression (compared to the brutal treatment of Communists) with

 manipulation and cooptation. Student groups that demonstrated against
 the Soeharto government were disbanded and their leaders arrested.

 More cooperative students joined a government-sponsored youth or-
 ganization and played a leading role in the formation of the government
 party Golkar. Modernist Muslims were at first allowed to form a new

 party, but were not permitted to elect old Masyumi activists to leadership
 positions. In 1973 all Muslim parties were coerced into forming the PPP.
 Though the PPP has continued to win over a quarter of the vote in New
 Order elections in 1977 and 1982, government policies of carrots, sticks,
 and direct intervention in internal party affairs have kept it ineffectual.

 What evidence for institutionalization of the New Order does this
 history provide? First, it is a chronicle of success. In contrast to the 1950s
 and 1960s, there are now no opposition parties with political resources

 sufficient to mount a challenge to the government. The Communist
 party no longer exists within Indonesia in any form, and it is difficult to
 imagine its re-emergence given the continuing scope and penetration of
 military surveillance. Nor do the Muslims in PPP represent a threat to
 the government. The party's first national congress, held in August
 1984, was dominated by government-backed "leaders" and forced to

 succumb to presidential pressure to change its ideological foundation
 from Islam to the state philosophy of Panca Sila.

 Second, the history of government-party relations indicates wide
 acceptance of repressive institutions within the New Order pyramid as a
 whole. Kopkamtib and Supersemar were of course created by Soeharto as

 instruments of his personal power in the struggle against Sukarno and

 the Communists, and to some extent they remain such today. The state

 security network has also been closely controlled by the president
 himself, currently through Soeharto's long-time intelligence chief,
 Armed Forces Commander Moerdani. Moreover, it has certainly been

 used, after the fashion of personal rulers everywhere, to ferret out

 dissent within the government. But the larger point is that these
 institutions have also furthered the interests of other components of the

 pyramid. Within the armed forces and the civilian bureaucracy there are
 individuals (one concentration of them, for example, is in the Depart-
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 ment of Religion, another is in the state universities, and of course
 students-the next generation of members of the pyramid-are still a
 volatile group) who would prefer less repression; but there is no
 evidence that their numbers are large or their feelings intense. Nor do
 they have any clear conception of an alternative set of political institu-
 tions preferable to the New Order.

 One piece of current evidence, although somewhat tangential to the
 issue of political repression, suggests its general acceptability. For more
 than a year, army special forces teams have been used for summary
 executions of recidivists and other known criminals. The killings began
 in Yogyakarta, then spread to Jakarta and other cities, and have now
 apparently reached a total of over four thousand. A few journalists and
 intellectuals have tried to raise questions about the larger implications of
 this policy, which obviously must have presidential support, but (mostly
 bureaucratic) middle-class sentiment appears to be in favor of a vigorous
 war against what is widely perceived to be a sharply-rising crime rate.'0

 My third argument is more indirect. An important implication of the
 government's policy of flattening the landscape of political opposition is
 that since there are so few demands for participation only a low level of
 institutionalization of non-repressive institutions is required. Karl Jack-
 son has made the somewhat different but related point that demands for
 political participation in Indonesia are low because social mobilization is
 low. 1 " One should be careful about applying theories derived from a few
 hundred years of Western experience to contemporary Third World
 societies like Indonesia, especially in the light of the extensive mass

 political participation of the 1950s and early 1960s. But there is certainly
 a difference in the structure of interests and pressure of demands in an
 unindustrialized society like Indonesia's compared, for example, with a

 partially-industrialized one like the Philippines', where both business
 and working classes (but especially the former) are not so easily subdued.

 Performance Legitimation. The positive interest-based support that the
 New Order receives has been built on a foundation of economic policies

 consistently applied for a decade and a half. On the supply side, these

 policies include relative (to the previous Sukarno government) openness
 to private foreign and domestic (especially Chinese) business, a strong

 emphasis on Western and Japanese economic assistance (currently
 running at well over US$ 2 billion per year), and a commitment to state,
 parastatal, and quasi-statal enterprises. In the all-important oil sector,

 which has consistently contributed half or more of national budget

 ? See Indonesia: Extrajudicial Execution of Suspected Criminals, Document No. ASA-21113183
 (Amnesty International, October 31, 1983).

 "' "The Political Implications of Structure and Culture in Indonesia," in Karl D.
 Jackson and Lucian W. Pye, eds., Political Power and Communication in Indonesia (Berkeley
 and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1978), pp. 23-42.
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 revenues (now at about US$ 20 billion), the Soeharto government has

 used the state oil company Pertamina primarily as a collector of OPEC-

 determined dollars earned by foreign contractors. Of the total financial
 resources generated for the public and private use of the state and its

 officials, the budgetary component in 1984-85 represents about a
 forty-fold increase (in current dollars) over the 1967-68 budget year.

 What has been done with this new-found wealth? There are essen-

 tially three mechanisms that have been used to convert it into political
 support. One is through allocations on the expenditure side of the
 budget. Government expenditures have been used to raise the salaries of

 officials and have created a vast panoply of projects, meetings, and

 special assignments to augment income further, lifting the civil service as
 a whole to a standard of living never before enjoyed in Indonesia.
 Budgetary allotments have also been used to benefit the public or

 substantial segments of it. Managed rice prices have been made possible
 by imported stockpiles, and kerosene and other subsidies have eased the
 financial burdens of urbanites and the rural landless. Subsidized ferti-
 lizer, irrigation system rehabilitation and construction, miracle seeds,

 pesticides, and agricultural extension have helped land-owners. Several
 programs known collectively as INPRES (Presidential Instruction) have
 blanketed rural Indonesia with village construction projects such as
 roads and village-halls, schools, health centers, markets, reafforestation
 programs, and so on. The land-owning class has undoubtedly enjoyed

 disproportionately the fruits of these programs, but their impact has
 nonetheless penetrated society more deeply than any previous govern-
 ment effort.

 Simple corruption-the misappropriation of state funds for private
 purposes-is a second source of New Order support. In the nature of
 things, there is no systematic evidence as to the extent of corruption and
 the amounts involved, but much gossip and several trials of small and
 medium-size malefactors. The government appears to walk a fine line
 between tolerance, which increases the incomes of some of its officials,
 and periodic crackdowns, which encourage the public to believe that the
 government is at least well-intentioned. A common rumor-mill estimate

 is that corruption takes away perhaps one-third of the development

 budget.
 More important than simple corruption in maintaining the loyalty of

 subordinates is the elaborate network of government-business relations
 which centers on the role of the cukong, the Indonesian term for a
 Chinese businessman who is protected by a powerful official in return
 for a share of the profits. President Soeharto and his family are

 connected with several cukong, most prominently Liem Sioe Liong, once
 a small businessman in Semarang and now reported to be one of the
 richest men in the world. Many high-ranking officials also head private
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 companies, actually fronts for cukong-owned businesses, which get lucra-
 tive state contracts. For example, about half of Indonesia's cement-
 millions of dollars of which are purchased for the various INPRES
 programs annually-is produced by the Liem interests.'2

 As in the case of simple corruption, we have no evidence of the
 amount or distribution of funds generated by the cukong. One charac-

 teristic of the system seems clear, however, and that is that President
 Soeharto makes sure that joint government-private businesses of which
 he or one of his lieutenants disapproves do not prosper. Several
 prominent generals-among them Sumitro, the former defense minis-
 ter, Ali Sadikin, former governor of Jakarta, and H.R. Dharsono,
 former commander of West Java's Siliwangi Division-have at one time

 or another felt the financial sting of presidential displeasure. On the
 other hand, it is generally believed that both corruption and the cukong

 system are organized in a way that distributes the benefits widely
 through the pyramid.

 In what sense does performance legitimation institutionalize the New

 Order pyramid? Is it not just a simple-and, where corruption and
 cukong are concerned, cynical-matter of exchange of money and other
 valuable goods for political support? If the money dried up, would not
 the support turn into opposition? I have three answers to these difficult

 questions. First, performance legitimation must be understood in the

 context of repression of the opposition, which also legitimizes the New

 Order pyramid for those inside it, and symbolic legitimation, the subject
 of the next section. In other words, performance can decline without a

 major impact on overall support as long as the other variables remain
 high. Secondly, to the degree to which performance is a complex,
 many-stranded system of benefits, it can be manipulated as effectively by
 Indonesia's third president as by its second. And the success with which
 it has been manipulated thus far is a powerful incentive to keep the

 mechanism running smoothly. Thirdly, the New Order leadership
 understands the relationship between squeaky wheels and grease, be-
 tween the demands of powerful social groups and the need to respond

 to them. Apart from the suppressed groups described in the previous

 section, there appears to be a congruence between demand and supply.
 No groups of any significance are working to undermine the govern-
 ment's distribution system, only to get a bigger share for themselves.

 Whether performance will continue to be a legitimating factor in the
 future is difficult to assess. An illustration of performance legitimation in
 practice, which also offers an interesting glimpse of the challenge which

 12 A recent account of the Liem family's meteoric rise is in the Far Eastern Economic
 Review, April 7, 1983, pp. 44-52. The Jakarta newsmagazine Tempo also ran a cover story
 on the Liems in its 31 March 1984 (XIV, 5) issue.
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 the mixed fruits of success presents to future political management, is

 the New Order's education policy.
 Article 31 of the 1945 constitution states that "Every citizen has the

 right to education," and "The government organizes and implements a

 national educational system, to be arranged by law." As an instrument of

 cultural and linguistic integration (from the third grade on, all instruc-

 tion is in the national language, bahasa Indonesia), political socialization,
 and economic development, education has received a high priority from
 most Indonesian governments since independence. Only the New
 Order, however, has had the financial resources to make good on the

 constitution's promise. Since the early 1970s, billions of rupiah have been
 invested in education at all levels. The number of universities and other

 state tertiary institutions has expanded, new buildings have been built,
 equipment has been purchased, faculty have been sent abroad for
 training, and at the same time the price of a higher education to the
 students has been kept very low. The number and quality of secondary
 schools has also begun to improve in recent years, but the real push has
 been at the elementary level, where tens of thousands of new schools
 have been constructed so that virtually every child, even in the remote
 areas of Kalimantan or Irian Jaya, now has access to a village school.

 Several constituencies have been served by these policies. Most
 important are the civilian and military bureaucrats, whose children
 occupy a disproportionate number of places in the subsidized universi-
 ties. Muslim and Christian interests have been catered to through the
 creation of state Islamic education institutes at the tertiary level and
 subsidies to private schools run by churches and other religious organ-
 izations. More prosperous Indonesians, including the better-off farmers,

 have benefited from the greater availability of secondary schools and low
 university tuition. Builders, cement manufacturers, textbook printers,
 and the bureaucrats who award them contracts have all been enriched.

 Even the poorer Indonesians have received an income increment from
 the presence of a village school which charges (officially, at least) no fees.
 In terms of legitimacy and institutionalization, however, the important
 point is that the government has responded to an enormous hunger for

 education, at virtually every level of society, with a consistently imple-

 mented set of policies that every year appear to most Indonesians to go
 a little bit further toward satisfying the demand.

 This very success, however, has led to new demands which in the

 next decade may reverse the progress toward institutionalization. So far,

 the government has kept the number of places in state universities
 limited and the graduation rate low in order to avoid creating a glut of

 over-educated and under-employed young people. There has also been
 a treadmill effect-a continuing inflation of the market price of an
 education (a process begun in the 1950s), so that while there are many
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 more graduates now than twenty years ago, the educational qualifica-
 tions required for mostjobs have risen proportionally-a problem which
 the government has not tackled. And there are the inevitable failures in
 management of the present program, notably school buildings that
 collapse soon after they are built, and teacher shortages in many
 provinces. Most important, however, is the pressure being generated on
 the secondary and tertiary systems by the explosion of elementary school
 graduates. Though aware of the problem and attempting solutions

 ranging from the cosmetic (making the application process less trau-

 matic) to the structural (a major investment in vocational education), the
 government apears to have painted itself into a very tight corner.

 Symbolic Legitimation. The architect of the New Order had, in princi-
 ple, three "great traditions" of political culture from which to choose in
 fashioning an ideology to support his system of government: the radical
 populism of Sukarno's Guided Democracy and of the Communist party,
 the Islam of Masyumi or Nahdatul Ulama-both of which were rejected-
 and a set of ideas associated with the official class which we may label
 "bureaucratic populism."

 The origins of bureaucratic populism are in the court ideologies of
 pre-colonial Java and some other islands, which were devoted to the
 glorification and aggrandizement of a hierarchical court culture and its
 ruling class. In the course of the twentieth century, this culture was
 linked first to the colonial ideal of bureaucratic service and then to the
 nationalist one of popular sovereignty. The central ideas of hierarchy
 and deference, of a class of rulers distinct from the people as a whole,
 remained but were legitimized as a kind of noblesse oblige or kerakyatan

 yang dipimpin oleh hikmat kebijaksanaan dalam permusyawaratanlperwakilan
 (democracy led by wisdom and prudence through consultation and
 representation). 13

 If any single political party of the pre-New Order period can be said
 to have reflected bureaucratic populism, it was the nationalist PNI (the
 largest party in 1955, with 22 per cent of the vote). The PNI was

 particularly strong in the territorial administrative service which staffs
 government in the regions and oversees elected village leaders. It was
 thus well positioned to exploit traditional attitudes of deference to

 13 On the indigenous state, see: M.C. Ricklefs, Jogjakarta Under Sultan Mangkubumi,
 1749-1792: A History of the Division of Java (London: Oxford University Press, 1974);
 Soemarsaid Moertono, State and Statecraft in Old Java: A Study of the Later Mataram Period,
 16th to 19th Century (Ithaca, New York: Cornell Modern Indonesia Project, 1968; Clifford
 Geertz, Negara: The Theatre State in Nineteenth Century Bali (Princeton, New Jersey:
 Princeton University Press, 1980); and Benedict Anderson, "The Idea of Power in
 Javanese Culture," in Claire Holt et al., eds., Culture and Politics in Indonesia (Ithaca, New
 York: Cornell University Press, 1972), pp. 1-69. On the late colonial transformation, see
 Heather Sutherland, The Making of a Bureaucratic Elite (Singapore: Heinemann Educa-
 tional Books, 1979). The Indonesian quotation is the fourth of the Five Principles (Panca
 Sila) of state doctrine.
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 authority, as well as to offer more interest-based rewards and sanctions
 in return for partisan support.

 Beyond the special position of the PNI in the 1950s, it may be argued
 that a large proportion of middle and upper class Indonesians, of all
 parties and no party, most of whose livelihoods depend directly or
 indirectly on the state, have been at least tacit believers in bureaucratic-

 populist ideas throughout the independence period. Among radical
 populists, and Muslims, too, there have been and continue to be a good
 many closet bureaucratic populists.

 In choosing bureaucratic populism, Soeharto was thus tapping into a

 complex body of ideas with solid support among a probable majority of
 Indonesia's better-off urban and rural classes, and-false consciousness
 though it may be-even among a fair share of those whom the ideology
 requires to be deferential toward their betters. This was not immediately
 obvious at the beginning of the New Order, when the Soeharto forces
 were for a time allied with Islam, or in the late 1960s when increasing
 repression of Muslims and students made the government look like a

 military dictatorship without domestic support of any kind.
 In the New Order's first parliamentary election, in 1971, military-

 civilian hostility ran deep. Golkar was imposed by the military on the
 civilian bureaucracy, whose members were required to persuade their
 subordinates and the general public to vote for it. The party's electoral
 organization in the regions was typically staffed by army officers and civil

 servants, with the former in the higher positions. The Department of

 Defense made it clear to its regional officers that the military was to be

 watchdog and enforcer of "Golkarization." My field notes, taken from
 interviews in 1971 in Kulon Progo district, Yogyakarta, record feelings
 of frustration, helplessness, anger, and a very clear sense that "they"
 (army officers) were forcibly imposing their will on "us" (territorial
 civilian officials).'4

 By the third New Order election in 1982, civilians appear to have

 made their peace with armed forces predominance. Partly, this is a

 matter of not opposing an irresistible force, and partly it is a product of
 the material and status rewards described above. But with these benefits

 has also come a recognition that the New Order is indeed a negara pejabat
 or bureaucrats' state (an epithet frequently hurled at the government by
 its intellectual detractors), and that that is precisely their conception of
 what it should be.

 In an attempt to strengthen his personal power and that of other
 components of the New Order pyramid, President Soeharto has added
 two ingredients to bureaucratic populist ideology: a militant kind of

 14 See, also, my "Evolution from Above: National Leadership and Local Development
 in Indonesia,"Journal of Asian Studies, XXXII, 2 (February 1973), pp. 287-309.
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 constitutionalism, the attribution of an almost sacred quality to the
 constitution of 1945; and the legitimation of the armed forces' political
 role through development of the doctrine of dwi-fungsi or "twin func-
 tions." Both of these additions have contributed, largely unintentionally,
 to the institutionalization of the system.

 The constitution of 1945 is one of the continuities between Sukarno's
 and Soeharto's versions of the Indonesian presidency. Sukarno from
 1950 to 1959 was formally a figurehead president, trapped in the
 chief-of-state (as opposed to head-of-government) role prescribed by the
 European-style parliamentary constitution of 1950. His unilateral dec-
 laration on July 5, 1959 of a return to the revolutionary constitution of

 1945 provided the ideological foundation for his subsequent domination
 of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government.

 Soeharto's reason for retaining the 1945 constitution appears to have
 been a desire to add democracy (and nationalism, since the constitution
 of 1945 is identified with the 1945-49 revolution) to his battery of
 legitimating props, which already included his role as national savior on

 October 1, 1965 and the grant of Supersemar from Sukarno. The way to
 become a constitutional president was to be elected by a People's

 Consultative Assembly whose members were chosen as prescribed in the
 constitution, a process that had not been followed since Sukarno's
 declaration. This in turn implied (though it did not actually require) a
 national election for Parliament.'5

 Perhaps paradoxically, the gap between words and actions in the
 implementation of the democratic provisions of the constitution has

 probably strengthened the institutional framework of the New Order

 while weakening the personal legitimacy of the president. All sophisti-

 cated observers of Indonesian politics recognize that Soeharto's commit-

 ment is more to the letter than to the spirit of the constitution. The

 phoniness of Golkar as a democratic party, the manipulation of the other

 parties, and the government's unfair election rules and practices are as

 visible behind the screen as the Wizard of Oz. But the evidence of public

 debate in the Indonesian press indicates that these elements of a charade

 discredit the office-holder rather than the office. Elections have now

 been held three times. It is widely accepted that they are the appropriate

 procedures for choosing a president, which means of course choosing

 the directive force behind the whole political system. In the run-up to

 each election, the opposition parties, much of the press, university

 opinion, and even some military officers take positions in favor of more

 15 The constitution states that "the People's Consultative Assembly consists of the
 members of Parliament plus delegates from regions and groups to be specified by law"
 (Article 2). The organization of Parliament is also to be specified by law (Article 19). Since
 the 1959 declaration, however, it has been an unchallenged assumption that elections are
 the appropriate means to choose Parliament.
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 fairly conducted elections. It seems safe to argue that the election
 process, created by Soeharto, now has a life of its own which he does not

 fully control and which will also constrain his successor.

 The 1945 constitution also limits the president and the New Order by

 setting agendas or specifying the boundaries of debate on issues. A
 prominent example is the question of who is to share in and gain from

 economic development policy. Article 33, "Social Welfare," states that
 "'the economy is to be organized as a common effort based on the family
 principle (asas kekeluargaan)." For much of the New Order period, the

 government's statist and capitalist economic policies have come under
 fire from those who interpret this article to mean that village-level

 cooperatives should be the most important production unit. While it is

 admittedly difficult to show how the government's policies have in fact
 been modified in response to these criticisms, the basic points are that
 the president strengthens the hand of his critics in this area by his
 passion for the constitution in general, and that two decades of debate
 based on Article 33 have made it a permanent feature of the economic
 policy-making process.

 Soeharto's second addition to bureaucratic populist ideology is dwi-
 fungsi, the doctrine that requires the armed forces to perform "twin
 functions" of national defense and a "positive socio-political role." If
 bureaucratic populism is the ideology of the New Order pyramid as a
 whole, dwi-fungsi is a sub-set of ideas that justifies the subordination of

 the civilian to the military layer within the pyramid. These ideas include:

 the belief that the military has been the juru selamat (savior) of the nation
 in moments of crisis, most notably against the Dutch from 1945-49,

 Muslim rebels in the early 1950s, regionalists in the late 1950s, and
 Communists in 1948 and 1965; that it is the pemersatu (unifier) of a
 pluralist nation; the pengayom (protector, as a banyan tree protects with
 its shade) of an unsophisticated and easily deceived rakyat ("people," in

 the sense of the led as distinct from their leaders); and the dinamisator
 (driving force) of a people and economy that need to develop but have
 no source of political will other than the armed forces.

 What is most remarkable about Indonesia's dwi-fungsi is the extent of
 its acceptance in contrast to other Third World military doctrines. From

 Brazil to South Korea, Third World ruling militaries have never been

 able to legitimize the long-term possession of power. From the first day
 of the coup that installs them, military leaders typically promise an
 eventual return to civilian rule. Often, they are ultimately forced to
 make their word good, not least because of the shabbiness of their
 ideological underpinnings.

 The difference in Indonesia is not so much that there is popular
 acceptance of dwi-fungsi-the popular view is probably much more a
 combination of acceptance of bureaucratic populism plus widespread
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 apathy, ignorance, and fear-but that the military itself believes so
 fervently in its mission. Why this is the case requires further research,
 but the army's origins as a self- rather than civilian-government-created
 force during the 1945-49 period, its long struggle for internal coher-
 ence, the battles against a myriad of rebels, the absence of any demo-
 cratic political cultural tradition, and its position after 1965 as the only
 organized, nation-wide political force in the country are all important
 variables. 16

 The relevance of dwi-fungsi to institutionalization is that it legitimizes
 the armed forces as the defacto ruling party in Indonesia. Armed forces
 rule is not visible on a day-to-day basis. As in the United States, the

 Indonesian president governs without much consultation with, or direct
 accountability to, the leaders of his "party" hierarchy. Both organiza-
 tions' critical function is to choose the governors rather than actually to
 govern. In the Indonesian case, there are no formal procedures com-
 parable to primaries and conventions, but there is an unspoken consen-
 sus that the selection of a successor to Soeharto will be made within the
 armed forces. This considerably reduces the prospect of uncontrollable

 anti-government mass political mobilization should Soeharto die or
 otherwise leave office abruptly.

 SOME DOUBTS AND QUESTIONS

 I have tried to identify the variables that add up to a case that the
 New Order is becoming institutionalized. A few nagging doubts and
 questions remain, however, that I would like to discuss briefly. One is the
 unresolvable question, raised on p. 74, whether in the final analysis the
 New Order is perhaps just Soeharto's creation and may therefore
 disappear with him. There is, it must be admitted, considerable and

 continuing evidence that he makes all the key personnel and policy
 decisions. Prominent recent examples are his cabinet choices in March
 1983 and an extended series of belt-tightening policy moves in response
 to the world recession and oil price and supply crises. If not placed in the
 framework I have tried to construct, this behavior is certainly interpret-

 able as that of an unconstrained personal ruler.
 Second is the question of arrangements for the succession. A well-

 known characteristic of personal-rule systems is that the ruler never
 grooms an heir apparent, because as soon as the next ruler's identity is
 known power begins to flow to him or her. President Soeharto has also
 been very reluctant in this regard, as witness the series of appointments

 16 See Ulf Sundhaussen, The Road to Power (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press,
 1982). Salim Said is currently preparing a doctoral dissertation at Ohio State University
 that will explore the formation of the army's ideas about civil-military relations during the
 revolution.
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 of formal and informal seconds-in-command-vice presidents, ministers
 of defense, armed forces commanders-who, for one reason or another
 (usually ethnicity or religion), are not serious candidates for the presi-

 dency. When it is time to replace Soeharto, what is the probability that
 the New Order pyramid will be destroyed as a result of a succession
 struggle? Most certainly, this will be a moment of great crisis, out of
 which could emerge a leader unlike Soeharto. But two factors push
 strongly in the other direction: first is the special position of the military
 in the pyramid; second is the attention paid by Soeharto and other
 senior officers to the care and feeding of the younger officers, in
 particular to their incorporation into the cukong system.'7 This may or
 may not achieve its primary purpose, which is to prevent a coup, but it
 will almost certainly result in a new president who understands how the
 system works and why Soeharto stayed at the top for so long.

 A third doubt concerns the relationship of performance legitimation

 to the other two variables. The New Order has, more because of OPEC
 than for any reason of domestic policy, had a greater supply of money

 and valued goods to dispense than any observer or its leaders themselves
 would have thought possible in the late 1960s. As in the question of
 whether Soeharto is really just a personal ruler or not, it is ultimately
 impossible to know whether it has really been these vast expenditures of
 money that have made a stable New Order possible. There have,
 however, been two tests of the proposition which seem to confirm my

 conclusion that performance is only one aspect of New Order institu-
 tionalization. These tests were the mid-1970s crash of Pertamina, which
 had overextended its commitments to domestic industrialization and
 faced a massive debt repayment crisis, and the current world recession
 and oil crisis. Both of these events were met with economic policies that
 exacted costs from many New Order beneficiaries, including powerful
 generals and kerosene-burningJakartans, and neither caused a ripple in
 the flow of political support to the government. A comparative perspec-
 tive may be offered here: any correlation between oil and institutional-
 ization in Iran and Nigeria seems to be negative, suggesting that other
 variables account for the positive connection in the Indonesian case.

 A final doubt has to do with the much-mentioned political astuteness
 of President Soeharto. His skills have several times been called into

 question regarding two kinds of issues-repression of the opposition,
 particularly Islam, and his and his family's personal relationships with

 17 Our most careful chroniclers of the appointments process in the Indonesian military
 are the editors of the journal Indonesia. Their "Current Data on the Indonesian Military
 Elite," Indonesia 36 (1983), concludes (p. 112) that "the President appears to have
 succeeded in achieving what was postulated as his main objective: handling the genera-
 tional shift in such a way as to maximize his own power." This article and the series of
 which it is a part do not deal with the question of the officers' private economic
 arrangements.
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 cukong, toward which there is both public hostility and perhaps within-
 the-pyramid anger and envy over the enormous wealth acquired by the
 Liem interests.

 My response to the concern with repression is that the long record
 persuades me that, in combination with more positive incentives, it
 works. To the argument that collaboration with the Chinese is delegit-
 imizing, I would reply that the president personally may be damaged by

 overinvolvement and overexposure, but that cukongism is an indispen-
 sable element in any viable system of rule in Indonesia today. Even if
 Soeharto is overthrown, in other words, the cukong system will remain,
 though perhaps for a while in a more hidden form, alongside something
 very like the present New Order pyramid.

 CONCLUSIONS

 The arguments of this article support four related conclusions. First,
 there is clear evidence of the institutionalization of the New Order

 pyramid. The complex strategy of repression, performance legitima-
 tion, and symbolic legitimation has created, and now sustains within and
 outside the political system, a solid base of support that is committed to
 the system itself and is likely to outlive Soeharto. There are, to be sure,
 clouds on the horizon-institutionalization is only at a low level, ele-
 ments of personal rule remain, and the extent to which the govern-
 ment's support rests on its most uncontrollable variable, performance,
 rather than on the other two, remains unknown-but the sky overhead
 is blue.

 My second conclusion is that a key explanatory variable for the
 degree of institutionalization so far achieved is the skillful political
 management of President Soeharto.

 Foreign specialists and other observers of Indonesian politics have
 not been inclined to give the president much credit for his achievements.
 Moral outrage at repressive politics and inegalitarian economics has
 exacted a price in biassed empirical arguments. These have taken two
 forms. One has been to engage in a certain amount of wishful thinking
 about the prospects for opposition politics. Marxists search diligently for
 the signs of a new bourgeoisie, proletarianization, or peasant class
 consciousness; pluralists like myself have taken too seriously the capacity
 for organizational autonomy and continuing struggle on the part of the
 old political elites.

 A second bias has been the tendency to look for explanations for
 the New Order's longevity that discredit the government. One favorite
 has been repression: the New Order stays in power because it treats
 opponents harshly. Another is oil: Soeharto has bought his way to power
 through the budgetary and (especially) non-budgetary distribution of
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 largesse. The conservative response to these liberal or left positions has

 been equally simplistic, maintaining that the level of demands is so low

 that stability is easy to achieve. I hope I have shown that each of these
 factors is present, but that none is a sufficient explanation and all must

 be seen in a larger context that includes an appreciation of Soeharto the
 politician.

 My third conclusion is that there appears to be a close connection
 between institutionalization and policy continuity. Institutionalization

 does not of course necessarily imply policy stability, as the example of

 the last thirty-five years of the People's Republic of China demonstrates
 with a vengeance. How much and what kind of continuity can we expect

 in Indonesia?
 The New Order seems to me to present a paradox of strong

 presidential leadership and few policy options. Soeharto's economic

 policies in particular have not strayed far from the rather conservative
 mixed-economy position of the dominant technocrats, though he was

 once tempted by the "industrialize-quick" schemes of oil magnate Ibnu
 Sutowo,'8 and he now listens sometimes to his muse of high-tech,
 airplane-builder and Minister of Research and Technology Habibie.
 Why is Soeharto an economic conservative, and will these reasons apply
 to his successor?

 One insight into Soeharto's economics is suggested by a recent
 comment of Albert Hirschman's that Latin American policy-makers

 have typically had a low propensity to defer to normal economic
 constraints.'9 Hirschman quotes the late Argentine president Peron's
 advice in 1953 to Carlos Ibafiez, then president of Chile:

 My dear friend:

 Give to the people, especially to the workers, all that is possible. When it seems
 to you that already you are giving them too much, give them more. You will see
 the results. Everyone will try to scare you with the specter of an economic
 collapse. But all of this is a lie. There is nothing more elastic than the economy
 which everyone fears so much because no one understands it.20

 Transposed to Indonesia, Peron's advice sounds very much like the
 economic philosophy of President Sukarno. Soeharto's generation was
 traumatized by the consequences of policies based on that philosophy,
 and is not likely to repeat Sukarno's mistakes. Nor are its successors,
 partly because the Sukarno era is now deeply imprinted on institutional
 as well as personal memory, but also because the logic of performance

 18 A good account is in Hamish McDonald, Suharto's Indonesia (Blackburn, Victoria,
 Australia: Fontana, 1980), ch. 7.

 19 "The Turn to Authoritarianism in Latin America and the Search for its Economic
 Determinants," in Albert 0. Hirschman, Essays in Trespassing (Cambridge: Cambridge
 University Press, 1981), p. 105.

 20 Ibid., p. 102.
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 legitimation will be so hard to reject. That logic requires careful
 attention to a complex balance of interests within the pyramid and
 between it and society. Careful attention in turn requires resources
 which can best be obtained by a continuation of the general policy line
 that has been followed since the late 1960s. Similar arguments can be
 made about continuity in other major policy areas, though examples like

 education suggest that serious challenges also await the next ruling
 group.

 The greatest danger to policy continuity arises, of course, from the
 concentration of power in the presidency. The next president may, for
 idiosyncratic and therefore unpredictable reasons, decide to defy or

 ignore the logic of performance legitimation or the Soeharto strategy in
 toto. But if it is true that the next president will be a general, either from
 the senior generation or the younger officers, the prospect is very strong
 that he will be loyal, if not to Soeharto personally, to the New Order
 pyramid as a system of rule. It should also be stated that a powerful and

 stable presidency with a substantial capacity for cooptation might be just
 the institution to meet the new opportunities and issues which will arise
 if the economy continues to develop even at the reduced pace of the very
 recent past.

 My final conclusion is that Huntington's emphasis on the importance
 of one or more major political parties in managing the transition from
 praetorian to civic polity is probably misplaced in the Indonesian case.
 As is often true of social science theorizing, Huntington may have
 identified a universal problem to which there are only unique solutions,
 or at any rate the solutions of the late twentieth-century Third World
 may be different from those of an earlier First and Second Worlds.

 From the perspective of the mid-1980s, the strength of the party
 system in Indonesia in the 1950s and 1960s now looks like the byproduct
 of weak government. There was a vacuum, and the nationalist elite
 rushed to fill it with parties based on whatever social and cultural groups

 had enough distinctiveness, solidarity, and intensity of demands to
 provide a constituency. But there was too little support in the culture for

 the procedures required to maintain a political system based on party
 competition. Instead, parliamentary democracy and then Guided De-

 mocracy became arenas in which a battle a outrance was fought among

 social forces with world views of radical populism, Islam, and bureau-
 cratic populism. The victor was the army, which under Soeharto's

 leadership quickly forged a coalition with the bureaucracy and then

 proceeded to create the distinctive-and almost partyless-pattern of

 state-society relations described above.

 As one looks to the future, industrialization (manufacturing is the

 fastest-growing sector of the economy) and the commercialization of

 agriculture will inevitably produce new demands and pressures on the
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 political system. But that system now seems to be on the one hand
 internally unified and confident of its repressive capabilities, and on the

 other sufficiently flexible and open for a major change in the institutions
 that monitor state-society relations to be unlikely. Instead, the New

 Order pyramid will continue to balance repression, responsiveness, and
 cooptation in such a way as to stay in control indefinitely-assuming, of
 course, that Soeharto's successors are as skillful as he in strategy and
 tactics.

 Ohio State University, U.S.A., September 1984
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